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[57] ABSTRACT

The invention is a laser head for simultaneous pump-
ing several dye lasers with a single flashlamp. The
laser head includes primarily a multi-elliptical cylinder
cavity with a single flashlamp placed along the com-
mon focal axis of the cavity and with capillary tube
dye cells placed along each of the other focal axes of
the cavity. The inside surface of the cavity is polished.
Hence, the single flashlamp supplies the energy to the
several dye cells.

7 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures
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LASER HEAD FOR SIMULTANEOUS OPTICAL FIG. 7 is a schematic drawing of the electrical cir-
PUMPING OF SEVERAL DYE LASERS cuitry used in FIG. 6.

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made by employ- 5 Turning now to the embodiment of the invention se-
ees of the United States Government and may be man- lected for illustration in the drawings, the number 1 1 in
ufactured and used by or for the Government for gov- FIG. 1 designates a block of aluminum having a 9.906
ernmental purposes without the payment of any royal- centimeters square cross-section by 8.890 centimeters
ties thereon or therefor. long. A cavity 12 is machined into aluminum block 11.

DA/- i / /~D/~>i tMr> /-.ir -run IMWCMTI/™ I0 As Can be Seen fr°m FIG 2' cavity 12 Consists of fourBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION identica, elliptica, cy|jnder cavities'with al, four having

The invention relates generally to lasers and more a common focal axis 13 and with each having another
specifically concerns a device that provides simulta- focal axis 14. Focal axes 14 are equally spaced around
neous optical pumping of several lasers. focal axis 13. Each of the four elliptical cylinders has

The laser device, that constitutes this invention, was 15 a 5.4 centimater major axis and 0.45 eccentricity. The
made for use in conjunction with an experiment to re- inside surface of cavity 12 is polished for maximum uni-
motely detect the concentration of chlorophyll a in ma- form reflectivity: Even though a four cylinder cavity 12
rine algae by laser-induced fluoresence. This experi- is disclosed, it is to be understood that a different num-
ment requires a laser excitation at several wavelengths ber of cylinders can be used. The number of cylinders
spread across the visible spectrum. One way to accom- 20 used depends on the number of lasers to be pumped
plish this is to employ a separate laser for each wave- and can be as few as two or more than eight depending
length desired. This would require individual laser on available flashlamp energy and the dye laser me-
heads and electrical drive circuits for each laser. The dium used. Holes 15 are drilled into block 1 1 for
present invention utilizes a multi-elliptical cavity design mounting end plates.
which allows simultaneous optical pumping of several 25 As shown in FIG. 3, a flashlamp 16 is placed inside
dye lasers using a single flashlamp and electrical driver. cavity 12 along common focal axis 13, and dye cells 17,

Multi-elliptical cavities have been previously em- which are 3 millimeters inside diameter by 5 millime-
ployed to increase the total optical energy pumped into ters outside diameter by 89 millimeters long quartz
the common focal axis by using multiple lamps. This capillary tubes, are placed inside cavity 12 along focal
scheme is necessary for such laser materials as ruby or 30 axes 14. Lamp 16 and dye cells 17 are held in place by
neodymium doped glass. It is the primary purpose of stainless steel end plates 18 and 19 (FIG. 1) which are
the present invention to utilize the prior art milti- mounted on block 11 by means of screws 20. Copper
elliptical cavity to simultaneously pump several dye la- tubes 21 and 22 are mounted on end plates 18 and 19,
sers with a single flashlamp. respectively, to provide mechanical support for f\ash-

35 ^amP 16 and to comPlete the electrical circuit thatc T i n i k j A D v nc -rue ixiwcwTir»MSUMMARY OF THE INVENTION supp,ies powef to flasiamp 16 by acting as a ground

Dye lasers require much less energy to operate than return through the assembled laser head. Power is sup-
ruby or neodymium doped glass lasers. Hence, in the plied to flashlamp 16 through a terminal 23. Four win-
present invention a single lamp is placed along the dows 24, which are made from quartz, are mounted on
common focal axis of a multi-elliptical cylinder cavity 40 each end plate 18 and 19, by means of adjustable brass
and capillary tube dye cells are placed along the other holders 25. Each holder 25 has an aperature 26 to
axes of the cavity so that the single lamp supplies opti- allow light to pass through. In the present embodiment
cal energy to a plurality of lasers. The dye cells and of the invention each of the windows 24 attached to
lamp are held in place by stainless steel end plates end plate 18 has one of its surfaces coated with a reflec-
which serve several additional purposes: ( 1 ) they hold live film so that it acts as a mirror and each of the win-
mirrors of each laser cavity, (2) they permit dye solu- dows 24 attached to end plate 19 remains uncoated so
tions to flow through the cells, and (3) they reflect light that it acts as a window. End plate 18 has holes 27, 28,
from polished surfaces to increase pumping efficiency. 29 and 30 in it which correspond to holes. 31, 32, 33
Stainless steel is used so as to be non-reactive with the and 34, respectively, in end plate 19. Corresponding
solvents such as ethenal and methanal used with the holes in end plates 18 and 19 terminate in one of the
dyes. Optics holders are mounted on the end plates to dye cells 17. Hence, a different dye solution can be cir-
support and adjust the laser mirrors or windows if ex- culated through each of the dye cells 17. Externally
ternally mounted mirrors are required. The choice of mounted mirrors, which can be mounted in conven-
flashlamp and electrical driver depends on the needs of „ tional holders, are placed beyond the windows 24 to
the user. complete the optical cavities for the lasers.

r,™.-r- ~,-o~ * ~ ^^ . - ~~ . ,,,,x,^r. FIGS. 4 and 5 are side and end views, respectively,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS of end p,ate lg_ End p|ate ig jg exact]y ,ike ̂  plat
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FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the laser head in the 18 except that holes 31-34 are located to correspond
invention; ,„ to holes 27-30, respectively. A hole 35 is drilled into

FIG. 2 is an end view of the multi-elliptical cylinder end plate 18 for the flashlamp 16 to pass through.
cavity in FIG. 1; Holes 36, 37, 38 and 39 are drilled part of the way

FIG. 3 is a sectional view 3 — 3 in FIG. 1; through the end plate for windows 24 to fit into. Holes
FIG. 4 is a side view of one of the end plates in FIG. 40, 41, 42 and 43 are drilled through the end plate at

1; 65 the center of holes 36-39. Each of the holes 40-43 has
FIG. 5 is an end view of the end plate in FIG. 4; a groove 44 cut in it so that one of the dye cells 17 and
FIG. 6 is a schematic drawing of a laser system using an O-ring can fit into it to provide a seal for the dye so-

the laser head shown in FIG. 1; and lution contained in the dye cell. Holes 27-30 narrow to
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holes 45-48, respectively, which in turn terminate in
holes 40-43, respectively. The large portions of holes
27-30 have threads in them for receiving a male fitting
to connect the dye solutions to the laser head. A dye
solution entering hole 28 will flow through holes 46 and 5
41 into one of the dye cells 17. The dye solution then
flows through corresponding holes in end plate 19 and
out of hole 32. Dye solutions entering holes 27, 29 and
30 follow similar paths through the laser head.

The laser head that constitutes this invention is 10
shown connected in an operable system in FIG. 6. Four
separate supplies of dye solutions 50-53 are pumped by
four pumps 54-57 through the four dye cells 17. A
power supply 59 and an electric driver 60 are con-
nected to flashlamp 16 to supply pulses of light to the 15
four dye cells 17. Inasmuch as the windows 24 on the
right side of the laser head are coated with a reflective
film and the windows 24 on the left side of the laser
head are not coated, four partially reflecting mirrors
are mounted externally (not shown) to complete the 20
laser cavities. These mirrors could serve as windows as
well if mounted in place of windows 24. Simultaneous
laser emmission from all four lasers would thereby re-
sult. External mirror mounts allow insertion of in-
tracavity optical elements if required. Laser pulse en- 25
ergy varies with the choice of dye solution. For refer-
ence purposes, with a 5 X 10~4 molar solution of Rho-
damine 6G in ethanol, one can obtain pulse energies of
25-50 millijoules in a 400 nanosecond pulse.

The electric driver 60 as shown in FIG. 7, consists of 30
a spark gap 61 to which trigger pulses are applied; a
current limiting resistor 62; a 0.3 /if, 25 kv capacitor
63; two 2.2 k ohm 2W resistors 64 and 65; and a 100
Joules input, water cooled, commercially available
xenon flashlamp 16. 35

The advantages of this invention are that it achieves
simultaneous multi-laser pumping, it is simple in that
fewer components, electrical and mechanical, are
needed to simultaneously generate several laser out-
puts and it is compact, thus opening the possibility for 40
use in airborne or satellite applications:

Many changes can be made in the disclosed embodi-
ment of the invention without departing from the spirit
or scope of the invention as defined in the claims. For
example, the invention can be modified to pump differ- 45
ent numbers of dye lasers simultaneously. Laser materi-
als other than dyes may be substituted, assuming a suit-
able flashlamp is used to meet the threshold pumping

requirements of that material. Also, additional optical
elements may be used besides the windows and mirrors
shown to control the spectral and/or temporal output
of each laser individually.

What is claimed is:
1. A laser device for providing simultaneous optical

pumping of a plurality of lasers in a compact, efficient
and reliable manner comprising:

an elongated multi-elliptical cavity having a common
focal axis and a plurality of other focal axes spaced
around said common focal axis;

a single flashlamp pumping light source located in-
side said multi-elliptical cavity along said common
focal axis; and

a different laser located along each of said plurality
of other focal axes inside said multi-elliptical cavity
whereby the plurality of different lasers are
pumped by said single light source.

2. A laser device according to claim 1 wherein the in-
side surface of said multi-elliptical cavity is polished.

3. A laser device according to claim 2 wherein said
plurality of different lasers are dye lasers.

4. A laser head for providing simultaneous pumping
of a plurality of dye lasers in a compact, efficient and
reliable manner comprising:

an elongated multi-elliptical cavity having a common
focal axis and a plurality of other focal axes spaced
around said common focal axis;

a different dye cell located along each of said plural-
ity of other focal axes inside said multi-elliptical
cavity; and

end plate means located on each end of said multi-
elliptical cavity for holding said light source and
said dye cells in place; each of said end plate means
including window means for each of said dye cells
and hole means for circulating a different dye solu-
tion through each of said dye cell.

5. A laser head according to claim 4 wherein the in-
side surface of said elongated multi-elliptical cavity is
polished aluminum.

6. A laser head according to claim 5 wherein the end
plate means are made from stainless steel so as to be
non-reactive with the solvents used with the dyes.

7; A laser head according to calim 6 wherein each of
said window means includes a piece of quartz and an
aperture.
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